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428TH FIELD ARTILLERY BRIGADE
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
FS FORM 27-2, FEB 2016
JOINT FIRES OBSERVER SEMI ANNUAL TRAINING LOG
JOINT FIRES OBSERVER EXECUTION (DUTY AREA 3)
Part I - Personnel Data
Name: (Last, First, MI)                                                                                    Rank:                                Unit:
Part II - Tasks
Qualified TAC or PTAC (Every 18 Months) *
Targeting data to A/C, authorized by TAC *
Non-JTAC Qualified ISO CAS event *
Designation/Terminal Guidance for LGB *
Infrared (IR) pointer for night target marking *
Integrate GRG in Urban Mission *
Qualified TAC or PTAC (Every 18 Months) *
OCA (Max 2 events for Semi Annual Currencies)
Semi Annual Expiration Date
Date
Location: Range or Simulation Model
Six Surface to Surface CFF
Six CAS Events
Adjust Fire *
Fire for Effect *
Immediate Suppression *
Mark *
Danger Close *
Naval Surface Fire Support CFF *
Integrated with Air-to-Surface Events
Conditions
Night (N) or Day (D)
Live (L) or Simulated (S)
AC-130 (Optional)
Certification Only
Qualified TAC or PTAC †
Successfully perform an abort 
†
Pass targeting data ISO a BOC attack
†
†
CFF-Illumination (as Method of Engagement)
AC-130 (Max of two CCA and AC-130)
OCA (Max of two CCA and AC-130)
DESIGNATED QUALIFIED TRAINER
MG (Print Rank/Name & Sign):                                                                                     Date:                           CDR (Print Rank/Name & Sign):                                                                                  Date:                                                                              
Air to Surface Events:
A minimum of one event must involve the JFO passing targeting data directly to an aircraft controlled by a TAC as authorized by the controlling TAC.
A minimum of one event (maximum of two events) must involve the JFO performing as a non-TAC qualified individual in support of one CAS event utilizing JP 3-09.3, "CAS Execution with Non-JTAC".
A minimum of one event must integrate a laser target designator (LTD) in which the laser is used for target designation or terminal guidance of a laser-guided weapon (actual or simulated).
A minimum of one event must integrate an infrared (IR) pointer for night target marking.
A minimum of one event must integrate use of a gridded reference guide (GRG) in an urban environment.
Note 1:  A maximum of two CCA events may be used to meet this requirement.  A TAC is not required for a JFO to accomplish a CCA event.
Note 2:  Multiple sub-tasks can be accomplished per event.
Note 3:  Simulated LTDs must accurately replicate an actual LTD in form/fit/function.
Semi-Annual Training Requirements
Surface Fires Events:
A minimum of two events must be FFE missions.
A minimum of one event must be an Adjust Fire Mission.
A minimum of two events must be FFE mission.
A Minimum of one event must be an Immediate Suppression mission.
A minimum of one mission must include "Mark" as a method of engagement.
Note 1:  The sub-tasks requiring "Mark" and "Danger Close" methods of engagement may be combined if the mark is within danger close criteria.
 
Master Gunner/JFO-E Responsibilities:
1:  MG must enter and update training data on DTMS.
2.: MG may delegate authority of this document to a designated Joint Fires Observer - Evaluator (JFO-E) with oversight.
3:  MG is overall responsible for tracking and updating all Fire Support and unit JFO certification and qualification requirements.
4:  This form must be printed and added to individual Soldier's Fire Support Training (FST) folder.
*  Semi-Annual Training Requirements
   Certification Training Requirements
†
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